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In the second book in the INDIE-award-winning Bond Trilogy, warrior 
Fir leads his brothers on a quest for salvation that will threaten 
everything he holds dear. 

After the battle that toppled the Weave, warrior Fir leads his brothers 
east to escape servitude, or worse—death at the hands of rival warriors. 
They search for the fabled Master of Men who promises freedom for 
men in the Weave. But their quest leads them to a foe more dangerous 
than they could have imagined.  

When the beautiful Hive Queen, Odide, bespells Fir, he’s compelled to 
betray his brothers—and risks dooming them all to an unspeakable 
fate. To survive, Fir must choose between his loyalty to his brothers, his 
allegiance to the Queen, and his love for Dinitra. 

But salvation is not what it seems. When the worlds of the Hive and the 
Master collide, it triggers a devastating betrayal that leaves Fir with an 
impossible choice: can he sacrifice his brothers for the love he thought 
he could never have?  

Praise for THE BOND 

“Fans of The Handmaid’s Tale and Never Let Me Go will devour The 
Bond.” -Lisa Williams Kline, award-winning author of One Week of 
You  

“The Bond is imaginative and fresh, and Dinitra is my new hero. What 
a beautifully tense, wistful, creative, and genius story!” -Karla F.C. 
Holloway, Ph.D., author of A Death in Harlem 

“An adventure and a masterful exploration of what it means to be a 
human being.” -Constantine Singer, author of Strange Days 

“Kirk brings the reader into an intricate, well-imagined world—a 
landscape so credible it instantly feels like a classic.” -Beth Kander, 
author of Original Syn 
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